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Abstract
Topological insulators, a hallmark of condensedmatter physics, have recently reached the classical
realm of acoustic waves. A remarkable property of time-reversal invariant topological insulators is the
presence of unidirectional spin-polarized propagation along their edges, a property that could lead to
awealth of new opportunities in the ability to guide andmanipulate sound.Here, we demonstrate and
study the possibility to induce topologically non-trivial acoustic states at the deep subwavelength scale,
in a structured two-dimensionalmetamaterial composed ofHelmholtz resonators. Radically different
fromprevious designs based on non-resonant sonic crystals, our proposal enables robust sound
manipulation on a surface along predeﬁned, subwavelength pathways of arbitrary shapes.
1. Introduction
Exciting discoveries in solid state physics have recently uncovered the intriguing properties of condensedmatter
with topological electronic properties [1–10]. Topological insulators, in particular, do not support electronic
transport in their bulk, but allow for topologically protected unidirectional conduction on their edges [9, 10].
The presence of robust edge states in these systems arises from the topologically nontrivial nature of their band
structure, which cannot change across space without closing the band gap, implying the existence of conductive
states at interfaces between domains of distinct topology, with topological resilience to structural defects, local
disorder and other continuous perturbations. Thisﬁnding has lately spawned a quest to obtain similar
properties for classical [11–56] and bosonic [57, 58] systems, including electromagnetic [11–37], mechanical
[38–46] or acoustic [47–56] systems. Indeed, topological physics promisesmany new opportunities in the
context of signal transport, including backscattering immune one-way propagation [14], an increased ability to
tame the path of the signal in complex environments [47, 51], and stronger robustness to perturbations,
fabrication defects and disorder [22].
Nevertheless, the physics of light, sound, andmechanical wave propagation is fundamentally different than
the one of electrons, andﬁnding classical analogs to electronic topological insulators imply solving a certain
number of challenges. Chern topological insulators [1–3, 11–14, 16, 43, 44, 47, 48, 50, 51, 53, 55], on one hand,
require violating time-reversal (TR) symmetry, which implies to largely break reciprocity of wave propagation
[59], a difﬁcult task in linear photonic [60] or acoustic [61–64] systems. In addition, this usually involves the use
of a time-odd external bias, such as amagnetic ﬁeld, often leading to designs that require some formof external
energy input, and an arguably challenging implementation. On the other hand, TR invariant topological
insulators [4–10, 15, 17–42, 45, 46, 49, 52, 54, 56] are generally passive, but rely on the presence of Kramers
partners carried by the spin degree of freedom, absent in bosonic systems. Nevertheless, by employing adequate
pseudo-spin engineering tricks, exploiting electromagnetic duality [17, 24, 29, 35], judiciously coupled lattices
[45, 56], or other forms of internal symmetries [31, 32, 54], this type of topological insulators has also been
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In audible acoustics, particularly, one of the principal challenge is the large scale of thewavelength involved,
that typically necessitates bulky structures in order to control sound propagation. For instance, the recent
experimental demonstration of a TR invariant acoustic topological insulator was based on a sonic crystal with
6-fold rotational symmetry [54]. Such sonic crystals are typically limited by their granularity: being based on
Bragg interferences, they can only guide sound on scales comparable to thewavelength.On the other hand,
subwavelengthwave control can be achieved in resonantmetamaterials, which can be structured at the deep
subwavelength scale and enable routing and guiding of the power ﬂow at a small scale [65–68].
In this paper, we demonstrate a time-reversal invariant acoustic topological insulator [4] in a two-
dimensional resonantmetamaterial, putting forward the concept of topological acoustic polaritons.We
establish the unique relevance of resonantmetamaterials as the perfect platform to induce topologically
nontrivial acoustic states and force them to undergo predeﬁned pathways, thereby extending the domain of
application of topological acoustics to the subwavelength regime.
2.Methods
To create topological acoustic polaritons, we ﬁrst need to consider a simple physical platform that actually
supports polaritonic propagation for sound, beforeworking on inducing a nontrivial topology. Polaritons are
hybrid subwavelength states resulting from the interaction between an ensemble of resonators and a
propagatingwave [69].When the resonators are assembled on a surface, such states lead to spoof surface
polaritons that remain conﬁned to the array. In acoustics, these polaritons are known as spoof surface acoustic
waves [70]. As a starting point, we therefore consider a simple two-dimensional array of acoustic resonators,
composed of opened empty soda cans arranged in a triangular lattice (ﬁgure 1(a)). The cans have a radius of
2.5 cm, a height of 13 cm, and a neck size of about one cm (see supplementary information is available at stacks.
iop.org/NJP/19/075003/mmedia for a detailed geometry). The triangular lattice spacing is 6.6 cm. Standard
soda cansmake very goodHelmholtz resonators as their neck has a large cross-sectional area, but is very short,
enabling quality factors governed by radiative losses, of the order of 14, and a subwavelength size aboutλ/12 at
resonance (here 450 Hz) [66]. In panel (b), we plot the acoustic band structure of the crystal in (a), obtained from
three-dimensional ﬁnite-elements simulations using ComsolMultiphysics.With a single resonator per unit cell
(dashed blue box), such ametamaterial naturally supports a single band. As discussed in previous works [66, 67],
Figure 1.Examples of two-dimensional, subwavelength arrays ofHelmholtz resonators that support spoof surface acoustic polaritons.
A triangular lattice (a) possesses one resonator per unit cell (panel (b), dashed box), leading to a single polaritonic band below the
individual resonance frequency of the resonators (450 Hz). By changing the subwavelength structure of themetamaterial, it is possible
to engineer the band structure at will. Panel (c) considers the case of a honeycomb lattice, which featuresDirac cone at K2 andK2′
(primitive cell description, green box). In the extended cell description (red box), the time-reversedDirac cones at K2 andK2′ fold into
theΓ point, creating four-fold degeneracy at the center of the Brillouin zone. These degenerate time-reversed polaritons emulate
electronic Kramers pairs, providing an ideal starting point to induce nontrivial topology.
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this band falls below the sound cone (dashed black lines), i.e. corresponds to subwavelength acoustic states that
are localized to the surface: spoof acoustic surface polaritons.
The triangular lattice is a good starting point, as it supports polaritons. However, this polariton does not
featureDirac dispersion at K1 andK1′ points, a key ingredient in the design of topological insulators [5]. To
obtainDirac cones outside of the sound cone, we consider in panel (c) a honeycomb lattice, keeping the same
distance between nearest neighbors as in the triangular array of panel (a). The primitive cell of the honeycomb
lattice contains two degrees of freedom (green box), leading to two polaritonic bands. The honeycomb lattice
can be viewed as the union of two triangular lattices, offset with respect to each other in theΓM2direction. The
K2/K2′ directions are the only directions inwhich these sub-lattices form equidistant Bragg planes, leading to a
perfect folding of the triangular polaritonic dispersion, which creates the expected degeneracy at K2 andK2′.
Note that the second band falls within the sound cone nearΓ, but still remains well localized to the surface, with
a slow leakage rate to the surrounding space. The slow leakage rate can be understood by the fact that these states
possess a strong component in the secondBrillouin zone, since they result fromband folding. Therefore, all the
bands correspond to darkmodes that share the principal characteristic of spoof surface polaritons: localization
to the surface and deeply subwavelength features [69].
Having obtainedDirac degeneracy, we can start tailoring the topological properties of the crystalline
metamaterial.We beginwith the observation that in two-dimensional time-reversal invariant topological
insulators, one typically starts with twoDirac cones on top of each other, corresponding to time-reversed
degenerate partners [4]. Then, nontrivial topology relies on the band crossing of the two degenerate bands, with
the topological gap re-opened by an effective gauge potential, a phenomenon associatedwith band inversion. In
our honeycomb lattice however, the two time-reversedDirac states are located at K2 andK2′. This issue can be
solved by considering the extended cell depicted in the red box, whichmathematically folds theK2/K2′ points
intoΓ. In this point of view, the honeycomb lattice is described as a triangular array of hexagons that paves the
2D surface.More importantly, the twoDirac cones are now superposed, andwe can now focus on opening a
topological band gap.
At this point, the supercell description ismerely amathematical trick. Tomake it physical, wemustmodify
our crystal tomake the extended cell the newprimitive cell. To do so, we take inspiration from amethod
previously proposed byWu andHu in the context of non-resonant photonic crystals [31], which consists in
changing the size of the hexagon in the extended cell vision, and consider C6-symmetric triangular lattices of
expanded or shrunk hexagons. Themethod is based on the fact that there exist two 2D irreducible
representations of theC6-symmetry point group at theΓ point corresponding to even and odd parities with
respect to the spatial inversion operator. Together with time-reversal symmetry, this property guarantees that
the eigenstates at theΓ point always feature amonopolar (s-type)mode, two degenerate dipolar (p-type)modes,
two degenerate quadrupolar (d-type)modes, and a hexapolar (f-type)mode. The degeneracy of the dipolar (p1,
p2) and quadrupolar (d1, d2)modes at theΓ point is exploited to build the pseudo-spin states
p p pi 21 2= oo ( ) and d d di 2 ,1 2= oo ( ) with spin-degeneracy being protected by a pseudo time-
reversal operator ,, -#= where # is the complex conjugation, and - a rotation operator linked to Cv6
symmetry, with 1.2- = - The propertyT 12 = - guarantees spin degeneracy in Cv6 symmetry, time-reversal
invariant systems. Remarkably, we show in the following that themethod is also valid to open topological band
gaps at the subwavelength scale, and induce nontrivial topological properties for acoustic polaritons supported
by resonantmetamaterials.
3. Results
3.1. Topological phase transition
As aﬁrst possibility for band gap opening, we study the case of the triangular lattice of shrunk hexagons, shown
in the inset ofﬁgure 2(a) (see supplementary information for the exact description of the geometry). The
physical folding of the band structure now results in a complete band gap, and the system is now an insulator
near the frequency at which quadrupleDirac degeneracy occurs for the undeformed system, the band structure
of which is reproduced in panel (b). A total of six bands is observed, consistent with the number of resonators in
the unit cell. Similar to the case of non-resonant crystals [31], the lowest frequency band corresponds to a
monopolar s-typemode, with all the resonators within a unit cell excitedmostly in phase. The next two bands,
shown in red in panels (a), (b), correspond to a dipolar p-typemode, and the next two, in blue, to d-typemodes.
These fourmodes, represented in the blue and red boxes, are themodes of interest here, since separated by the
insulating band gap. The highest frequency band correspond to a f-typemode, for which adjacent resonators are
always out of phase. A very simple picture of the physics occurring in this system consists in considering that the
ﬁrst polariton in the band structure (s-type band) creates a band gap for the othermodes of the unit cell, which
can nowbe seen as p-type and d-type resonant defects in this band gap. This way, our acoustic systemmay
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adequately be described by the tight bindingmodel presented in [32], which considers the topological properties
of electrons in a honeycomb latticewith detuned hopping energies. An important point is that the two p-type
and d-type bands remain degenerate at theΓ point, consistent with the two two-dimensional representations of
theC6 point group [71]. Following the usualmethod [31, 32, 54], this degeneracy is exploited to deﬁne a
pseudospin pair in these bands, and a pseudo time-reversal operator related toC6 symmetry, that protects the
presence of Kramers partners atΓ.
Aswe increase the size of the hexagons, we reach the point where the lattice becomes the initial pure
honeycomb lattice (panel (b)), and the gap closes, consistent with the band folding process described in
methods. Aswe further increase the size of the hexagons, the gap reopens, however the position of the p and d
bands is now inverted nearΓ. Such a band inversion, symptomatic of the topological transition that occurs as the
gap reopens, is characterized by a nonzeroZ2 topological invariant [32]. To verify this, we have numerically
computed the spin-Chern numbers of the bands using themethod by Fukui, Hatsugai and Suzuki [72], which
allows for the determination of the topological invariants on a discretized portion of the Brillouin zone around
theΓ point. As expected, we found zero spin-Chern numbers in the case of the shrunk hexagon lattice.
Differently, the expanded hexagon lattice has spin-Chern numbers equal to±1 for the p± bands and 1B for d±.
This is a direct conﬁrmation of the nontrivial topology of the bands. Aswe go away from theΓ point, the pseudo-
time reversal symmetry is gradually broken, and the two pseudo-spin channels start to couple to each other. For
sufﬁciently small gap openings, this has no effect on the topology, which is determined in a small region
aroundΓ.
3.2. Edge states
A remarkable property of topological insulators is the appearance of chiral edge states at the boundary between
domainswith different topological properties [9]. To study these edgemodes, we design twodifferent arrays of
acousticHelmholtz resonators, onewith trivial topology (following ﬁgure 2(a)), and onewith nontrivial
topology (as inﬁgure 2(c)). The bulk band structures of these two crystals, respectively plotted inﬁgure 3(a) in
red and blue, are designed to support band gaps of identical sizes. Next, we form a supercell with a boundary
alongΓK3 (see supplementary information for the detailed geometry), and solve for the dispersion of interface
modes travelling in that direction, applying periodic boundary conditions.We obtain four band gap crossing
edgemodes, corresponding to two time-reversed pairs per interface, represented by red lines inﬁgure 3(b). In
ﬁgure 3(c), we represent the acoustic intensity of one of the edgemodes. The interface (dashed line) is located at
the center of panel (c), along the horizontal direction.We also represent in red the intensity proﬁle in the
transverse direction. This allows us to calculate the in-plane decay distance, corresponding to the distance after
which the exponential envelope of the intensity has decayed by a factor 1/e=0.37.We obtain a decay length of
0.46λ, conﬁrming the in-plane subwavelength localization of themodes at the domainwall.
Remark that, since the hexagons on each side of the interface do not have the same size, such a boundary
effectively breaks C6 symmetry, therefore lifting spin degeneracy, similar to quantum spinHall systems in the
Figure 2.Evolution of the band structure of a deformed honeycomb lattice ofHelmholtz resonators, starting from the case of a
triangular lattice of small hexagons (panel (a)), and increasing the size of the hexagons (panels (b) and (c)). The red bands correspond
to p-type polaritons, whereas the red bands are associatedwith d-type polaritons. The trivial insulator in (a) undergoes a topological
transition, as the gap closes in (b) and reopenswith an inverted band structure in (c).
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presence ofmagnetic defects. As a result, the edge states are gapped, and do not completely cross the gap from
one bulk band to the other. In panels (a)–(c), however, this effect is nearly invisible, due to the very small
difference between the hexagons in the trivial and topological domains, leading to a veryweak breaking of C6
symmetry. To highlight this further, we consider in panels (d)–(f) the case of a larger bandgap, generated by
deforming further the hexagons on both sides of the interface.We see that larger band gaps (panel (d)) lead to
gapped edge states (panel (e)) that aremore conﬁned to the interface (panel (f)), in-plane decay distance of
0.25λ). In panel (g), we represent the acoustic pressure for the edgemode along the interface, underlining the
strong subwavelength conﬁnement of the acoustic state also in the out-of-plane direction. Panel (h) illustrates
this further by representing the exponential decay of the acoustic intensity in the vertical direction. Remarkably,
topological surface acoustic polaritons are localized in subwavelength volumes in both the in-plane and out-of-
plane directions. Note that these edgemodes are topological, since they owe their existence to the difference in
the topology of the two surrounding bulks, however they are not strictly speaking topologically protected, asC6
symmetry is broken at the interface. This is not necessarily a problem in practice since one can design adiabatic
interfaces, slowly deforming onemedium into one another, so that the crystal remains locallyC6 symmetric.
Figure 4 studies the effect of different gap sizes for the topological and trivial domains. In panels (a)–(c), we
repeat our study by assuming that the band gap of the band structure of the trivial insulator (blue bands) ismuch
larger than the gap of the topological band structure (green bands). Panels (d)–(f) consider the opposite
situation. In both cases, we observe that edgemodes (in red) always exist in the frequency band corresponding to
the intersection of the two gaps. Themode proﬁles (c) and (g) demonstrate that the edgemode extends further in
the domainwhere the gap is the smallest, consistent with the fact that the imaginary part of the Blochwave
number in the transverse direction usually increases with the gap size. In panel (c), the decay length in the
topological and trivial samples are 0.47λ and 0.23λ, respectively. In panel (d), they are 0.2λ and 0.47λ,
Figure 3.Topological acoustic spoof surface polaritons localized at interfaces between a topologically trivial and a topologically
nontrivial domain. Panel (a): bulk band structure of the topologically trivial domain (blue) and the topologically nontrivial domain
(green). Panel (b): Acoustic band structure for a 1 by 20 supercell with a domainwall at the center (edgemodes shown in red). Panel
(c): Intensity proﬁle for an acoustic polariton localized to the interface. The red curve represents the intensity in the transverse
direction. Panels (d)–(f): Same as (a), (b), (c) but for larger gap sizes. Panel (g): Acoustic pressure distribution along the interface for the
edge state, illustrating the subwavelength conﬁnement in the out-of-plane direction. Panel (h): evolution of the acoustic intensity of
the edgemode in the vertical (out-of-plane)direction.
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respectively. In all cases, the conﬁnement along the vertical direction is associatedwith a decay length of 0.03λ.
Therefore, the topological polaritons are conﬁned to subwavelength distances both in the plane of the array and
in the normal direction.We conclude that an asymmetry in the size of the band gap does not alter the presence of
edge states, and allows for full control of their in-plane localizationwith respect to the interface.
3.3. Robust guiding of sound along subwavelength channels
Since it is not possible to construct a one-dimensional interface without breakingC6 symmetry, we cannot
completely avoid coupling between the two spin degrees of freedom at a boundary. For topological insulators
based onC6 symmetry, despite the fact that the bulk crystal is topological, the rest of theworld is necessarily
magnetic, and the topological edge states are not topologically protected. The natural question that arises is: are
the acoustic edgemodes still robust enough to have practical interest? To address this question, we perform the
numerical experiment presented inﬁgure 5(a).We consider aﬁnite-size crystal with two domainswith distinct
topology. The top domain (green box), belongs to the topological crystal phase, whereas the bottomdomain
(blue box)has a trivial topology. The boundary between the two, highlighted in red, features a total of six sharp
turnswith radii of curvaturemuch smaller than thewavelength.We place a source of acoustic waves on the left
side, right on the boundary.On the left-hand side of the source, and after the last turn, we adiabatically increase
the level of absorption losses in order to create a crystalline version of perfectlymatched layers (PML), and
guarantee no reﬂections at the edge of the interface. The frequency of the source is tuned in order to excite the
edgemode nearΓ. The band gaps for both domains are of equal sizes, andwe consider two different scenarios. In
theﬁrst one (panel (b)), the band gap is small, as inﬁgure 3(a), whereas in panel (c) the band gap is larger, as in
ﬁgure 3(d). Remarkably, we see in panel (b) that the edgemode is capable of traveling along the irregularly
shaped interface despite the presence of stringent detours involving sharp turns. Normally, any conventional
acoustic waveguide undergoing turnswith subwavelength radii of curvaturewould be subject to large Fabry-
Pérot interferences due tomultiple reﬂections at the turns. Extraordinarily here, the intensity of the surface
acoustic polariton is constant along the edge, demonstrating the absence of backscattering and the inherently
robust transport of the acoustic power. In panel (c), the difference between the hexagons on both sides of the
interface ismore pronounced, leading to a larger breaking of C6 symmetry by the interface. As a consequence,
the edgemode should be less robust. This is indeed observed in the panel, as the intensity value slightly ﬂuctuates
along the interface. This effect, however, remains relatively weak, and a signiﬁcant portion of the acoustic power
is transmitted to the PML, even after six severe turns.We conclude that the breaking of C6 symmetry is not a
fundamental issue in practice, and even though the topological edgemode is not, strictly speaking, topologically
protected, it is still extremely robust. This robustness is the strongest at theΓ point, consistent with the fact that
Figure 4. Same asﬁgure 3, but for band gaps of dissimilar sizes. Panels (a)–(c): The trivial gap is larger than the topological gap. Panels
(d)–(f): The topological gap is larger than the trivial gap.
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spin degeneracy is progressively lifted as we go away from the Brillouin zone center [32].We have also observed
topological edgemodes between the topological crystal and the air, however thesemodes are not very robust due
to the larger breaking of six-fold rotational symmetry at such an interface.
4.Discussion and conclusion
Wehave put forward and demonstrated the concept of topological spoof surface acoustic polaritons, enabling
robust backscattering-immune guiding of sound on ametasurface, along subwavelength paths with arbitrary
shapes. The design, based on a two-dimensional array of subwavelength acousticHelmholtz resonators with a
tailored internal structure, supports acoustic chiral edge polaritons propagating at the interface between
domains of distinct topology.We stress that the physical platformpresented here is just one among themany
different solutions to implement topological polaritons, and the concept can easily be transposed to elastic,
mechanical or electromagnetic waves. In audible acoustics, other types of resonators can be envisioned to
mitigate the impact of viscoelastic losses onwave propagation.We have highlighted a tradeoff between
bandwidth, localization and robustness, demonstrating unusual resilience of the subwavelength edgemodes to
stringent detours and turns even for themost localized states. Comparedwith previous designs based onC6
symmetry and non-resonant structures [31, 54], our proposal operates in the deep subwavelength regime
(typical in-plane decay length of 0.25λ, out-of-plane decay length of 0.03λ) and directly on a surface, avoiding
the use of a bulky crystal andmassive waveguides. In addition, our system is opened to its environment, and by
operatingwithin the sound cone, topological acoustic states can be coupled to the radiation continuum. This
opens interesting application perspectives for topological acoustic polaritons, whichmay enable disruptive
advances in transducer or sensing technologies, including a new generation of topologically protected acoustic
leakywave antennas [73–76] and subwavelength imaging systems [67]. In addition, the slow group velocity of
topological acoustic polaritonsmay be of signiﬁcant interest to realize robust slowwave systems, avoiding their
typical sensitivity to disorder. Extended to the subwavelength regime, topological acoustic phasesmay lead to
unique advances in our ability to control and guide phononswith extremely compact devices and an inherent
robustness to fabrication defects. Our proposal opens new possibilities inwave engineering by extending the
concept of topological insulators down to the subwavelength scale.
Figure 5.Demonstration of robust backscattering-immune guiding of spoof surface acoustic polaritons along arbitrary pathwayswith
subwavelength features. Panel (a):We create a ﬁnite-size sample containing topological (green box) and trivial (blue box) crystal
domains, and place a source at the interface (red boundary). Perfectlymatched layers are inserted near the source on the left and at the
end of the domainwall. Panel (b): Resulting acoustic intensity in the case of the small gap of ﬁgure 3(a). Panel (b): Resulting acoustic
intensity in the case of the larger gap ofﬁgure 3(d).
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